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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
A New World Order alert weekly publication.
This weeks edition focuses on the London riots which took place in
August. There is a growing feeling that the hesitation by the police to
confront the rioters early on created the conditions favourable for the
implementation of new policies around the use of social media such as
Blackberry Messenger, Twitter and Facebook.
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Originally triggered by a case of police brutality, the
London riots soon became a generalized
expression of malcontent from today’s young
proletariat. The cramming of the unprivileged into
neighbourhoods resembling ghettos combined with
continued police oppression has always been an
explosive combination.

The new policies would not normally be accepted by
the general population, but due to the panic
generated by the crisis, the policies are not only
accepted but welcomed with open arms. The Great
Depression of 1929 allowing the Rockefellers and
the Morgans to hijack the banking system, 9/11
clearing the way for the PATRIOT act, the bailout
“crisis” that handed $700 billion of tax-payer money
directly to a few favored companies > the same
pattern repeats itself continually. Create a crisis,
make it last long enough to get the population
worried and introduce the solution that was, in fact,
part of the agenda all along. And the population falls
for it, every single time.

The Los Angeles riots of 1992 and the French riots
of 2010 took place in very similar circumstances.
While it is obvious that many rioters have absolutely
no political agenda except for the looting of a few
bottles of liquor, the riots are nevertheless the
accumulated result of years of segregation of the
poor and minorities in conjunction with the type of
police oppression not found in well-to-do suburban Using mass media, it is easy to create widespread
areas.
panic. Simply interrupting a TV show with “Breaking
News” featuring a red banner at the bottom of the
That being said, the London riots might be exactly screen and bold letters is enough to raise the
what the ruling class needed to further a few collective heartbeat of a nation, and to make it
agendas. The elite’s motto is Ordo Ad Chao, aware of a situation in a matter of minutes. In the
meaning Order Out of Chaos. Time and time again, days that follow, all media outlets constantly remind
chaotic situations have been “allowed” – if not totally the population of this particular situation. The
engineered – by the elite in order to create fear and constant hammering makes the situation almost
panic within the general population. The distraught seem as unbearable by the population who hear
masses then beg the elite for an intervention and a about it continuously on TV and read about it in the
prompt solution. The result of these interventions is newspapers and the internet. After a while, the
almost unequivocally the same: the introduction of average citizen will want just one thing: the awful,
rules and regulations disadvantaging the average nauseating feeling created by the situation to go
citizen while giving more (undemocratic) powers to away, whatever that takes. After the problem has
the elite.
dragged long enough, the media present one or
several solutions. Not fully understanding this
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solution, but tired and annoyed, most people think:
“Well, if that’s what it takes for them to shut up
about this and move on to something else, then I’m
all for it.”
Did the elite allow the London riots to last long
enough to create a sentiment of panic? There are
already sources stating that the police were ordered
to stand by as the riots took place (according an
article from the Daily Mail entitled Why police were
so soft on London looters: They ‘were ordered to
stand and observe’ as capital burned (but in
Manchester they were hunting looters within hours).
Furthermore, we are already seeing in the media
the emergence of a specific agenda and a call to
the adoption of specific policies that, predictably, go
against the interests of the general public.

After a few days of repetition, the population is
convinced: The riots are not the results of
inequalities or police brutality; they are the result of
too much privacy in mobile communications. This
cancer must be stopped. The police, or whomever
else that wants to, must be able to monitor all of our
communication, at all times, or our cities will burn.
This is the message that is being hammered to the
public. Do all of the rioters own a Blackberry? I
would not think so, but that is not important. The
agenda was already set.

Singled out and facing bad publicity, RIM (the
company that created the Blackberry) was
pressured to violate the privacy of its subscribers
and to divulge their personal information. Normally,
this would have caused outrage, but now, due to the
riots, the general population believes that it that it is
After a single day or rioting, an obvious agenda necessary to stop these riots and to prevent other
emerged in the media and a specific culprit was ones from taking place.
singled out by the authorities: the privacy of mobile
messaging. The same way a picture of bin Laden The media’s focus on RIM, and the resulting
appeared on TV screens only a few minutes after pressure to hand over sensible information to the
9/11, mobile instant messaging was ousted as the authorities, lead to the hacking of Blackberry’s
main cause of the London riots. Several media official site on August 9th by a group who opposing
outlets have even dubbed these events “the this sharing of information.
Blackberry Riots”. The media, being the right hand
of power, steered the attention of the public towards Dear Rim;
a specific agenda.
You Will _NOT_ assist the UK Police because if u do innocent
members of the public who were at the wrong place at the
wrong time and owned a blackberry will get charged for no
reason at all, the Police are looking to arrest as many people
as possible to save themselves from embarrassment% if you
do assist the police by giving them chat logs, gps locations,
customer information & access to peoples BlackBerry
Messengers you will regret it, we have access to your
database which includes your employees information; e.g –
Addresses, Names, Phone Numbers etc. – now if u assist the
police, we _WILL_ make this information public and pass it
onto rioters% do you really want a bunch of angry youths on
your employees doorsteps? Think about it% and don’t think
that the police will protect your employees, the police can’t
protect themselves let alone protect others%. if you make the
wrong choice your database will be made public, save yourself
the embarrassment and make the right choice. don’t be a
puppet..

According to news sources, the London riots were
mainly orchestrated using Blackberry’s instant
messenger service (known as BBM), which is a
(relatively) private service as the communications
are encrypted. Here’s a typical article pointing out
Blackberry, this one is from Reuters:

p.s – we do not condone in innocent people being attacked in
these riots nor do we condone in small businesses being
looted, but we are all for the rioters that are engaging in
attacks on the police and government% and before anyone
says “the blackberry employees are innocent” no they are not!
They are the ones that would be assisting the police
•

TriCk – TeaMp0isoN -
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Despite the threats, RIM stated on August 10th that
it would fully collaborate with the police force. This
means that chat logs, the GPS locations and the
customer information stored in RIM’s databases can
be used by the police to track down and to
prosecute suspected rioters. Caught up in the panic
caused by the riots, most Britons will agree with
these measures.
They do not however realize that dangerous
precedents are being created and the net result will
be the reduction of privacy and freedom for all and a
collective step towards a police state. These kinds
of policies can only be introduced during periods of
chaos. Instead of causing outrage, the population is
actually applauding RIM’s compliance with the
British government. Because, after all, what
company wants to be on the side of these drunken
looters?

Do not be surprised if, in the near future, news of
agent provocateurs being hired to incite violence
popped up in the news. Violence justifies repression.
In other words, the elite needs violence to make its
policies acceptable. After just a few days of rioting
(which was allowed to continue), a major shift in
communication technology was introduced and
accepted by the population: chat logs, GPS location
and other private information can now be monitored
by the authorities for “suspicious activities”. A few
more days and the population will be ready to accept
martial law and other tactics normally usually used in
oppressive third world countries.

Dragging out the riots for several days serves
another important agenda: the acceptance, and
even the welcoming, of police state measures.
Every additional day of rioting causes the average
citizen to be increasingly favorable to the use of
drastic measures by the government. At the time of
writing this article, conservative elements of the
government are already calling for the imposition of
martial law and for the gunning down of rioters on
sight, The poll seen to the right (produced by
NewsCorp’s Sun TV) perfectly describes how a
population can become favorable to oppression
when chaos occurs (let’s not forget, of course, that it
is possible for Sun TV to have tricked the numbers To be “for” or “against” the riots is, ultimately, an
to give an illusion of consent regarding the use of irrelevant debate. The most important thing to
force).
consider is the aftermath and the changes that will
affect our nations for years to come. Whose interests
If the London riots stemmed from deep social will the riots ultimately serve? The poor people of
problems involving the exclusion of the unprivileged London wanting a bigger piece of the pie? Or the
and police brutality, the powers that are seizing the ruling elite wanting to justify more control?
opportunity to push a specific agenda.
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FACEBOOK AND TWITTER OPPOSE BLOCKS
The following article appeared in the Guardian on August 24th
Facebook and Twitter are preparing to stand firm against
government ministers’ calls to ban people from social networks or
shut their websites down in times of civil unrest. The major social
networks are expected to offer no concessions when they meet the
home secretary, Theresa May, at a Home Office summit on
Thursday lunchtime.
Ministers are expected to row back on David Cameron’s call for
suspected rioters to be banned from social networks, such as
Twitter and Facebook, following the riots and looting across
England a fortnight ago.
The home secretary will explore what measures the major social
networks could take to help contain disorder – including how law
enforcement can more effectively use the sites – rather than
discuss powers to shut them down. The acting Metropolitan police
commissioner, Tim Godwin, and the Tory MP Louise Mensch have
separately explored the idea of shutting down websites during
emergencies.
The technology companies will strongly warn the government against introducing emergency measures that could
usher in a new form of online censorship. Attacks on London landmarks, including the Olympics site and Westfield
shopping centres, were thwarted earlier this month after police managed to intercept private BlackBerry Messenger
(BBM) posts – suggesting that leaving networks running can provide a valuable source of intelligence and
information. The summit is not expected to signal a dramatic shift in government policy, with only one hour slated for
a discussion between more than a dozen social media executives, police officers and ministers.
Executives from Facebook, Twitter and RIM will be joined by Lynn Owens, the assistant commissioner of central
operations at the Met police, members of the association of chief police officers, and civil servants from both the
foreign office and the department for culture, media and sport. The home secretary will lead the meeting, alongside
James Brokenshire, the minister for security and a member of the National Security Council.
May will urge the social networks, all of which are based in either the US or Canada, to take more responsibility for
the messages posted on their websites. In response, Twitter and Facebook are expected to outline the steps that
both social networks already take to remove messages that potentially incite violence. Facebook, which has 30
million users in the UK, said it had actively removed “several credible threats of violence” to stem the riots across
England this month.
Research in Motion, the Canada-based BlackBerry maker, will explain to the government which parts of its popular
BlackBerry Messenger (BBM) service are private or encrypted. Unlike Facebook and Twitter, BBM is a pin-protected
instant messaging system, and was claimed to be the most popular network among rioters.
Each of the social networks are preparing to explain how current powers are proportionate for tackling provocative
material. Current measures allow internet companies to identify users who may be worth further investigation without
examining the content of their messages. RIM and other companies can be forced to disclose users’ private
messages if served with a warrant by police.
Godwin told MPs on the home affairs committee last week that police had explored the unprecedented step of
switching off social networks, but discovered that they did not have the legal powers to do so.
Under the current system, most websites take down material if served with “notice and takedown procedures” by
authorities. Facebook also operates a self-policing method whereby its own users can flag inappropriate material.
Two leading police forces told the Guardian earlier this month that it would be a mistake to introduce overzealous
powers over the websites. Greater Manchester police and the Devon and Cornwall force both said social networks
had an “overwhelmingly positive” role in dispelling rumours and reassuring residents during the riots.
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SURVEILLANCE SOCIETY
Millions of people walk beneath the unblinking gaze of
central London's surveillance cameras. Most are oblivious
that deep under the pavements along which they are
walking, beneath restaurant kitchens and sewage drains,
their digital image is gliding across a wall of plasma
screens.
Westminster council's CCTV control room, where a click

Installed. What is rarely disputed is that the UK has more
cameras per citizen than anywhere else.
Visitors to Westminster's control room from around the
world have been arriving - as the Guardian did - through a
maze of dank underground corridors beneath Piccadilly
Circus. The tunnels snake their way past empty boxes
and used gas containers before arriving abruptly at two
sets of locked doors. Behind the code-protected entrance,
a wall of 48 CCTV monitors appears, offering a portal to a
thousand snippets of London life.
On separate screens a mother walked a pushchair in
Belgravia, a chef emerged from a Chinatown basement
clutching bin liners and a cyclist tapped the window of a
Burger King restaurant.

and swivel of a joystick delivers panoramic views of any
central London street, is seen by civil liberty campaigners
as a symbol of the UK's surveillance society.
Using the latest remote technology, the cameras rotate
360 degrees, 365 days a year, providing a hi-tech version
of what the 18th century English philosopher Jeremy
Bentham conceived as the "Panopticon" - a space where
people can be constantly monitored but never know when
they are being watched.
The Home Office, which funded the creation of the
£1.25m facility seven years ago, believes it to be a "bestpractice example" on which the future of the UK's public
surveillance system should be modelled.
So famed has central London's surveillance network
become that figures released yesterday revealed that
more than 6,000 officials from 30 countries have come to
learn lessons from the centre.
They include police with the job of keeping order in the
most dangerous cities on earth, from São Paulo in Brazil
to Baltimore in the United States, as well as law
enforcement officials from countries with a notorious
disregard for the rights of citizens, such as China.
A delegation of foreign visitors turns up at Westminster's
subterranean CCTV control room on a monthly basis. The
FBI has paid a visit, as have - more recently - police
forces from South Africa, Japan and Mexico.
The UK, whose police forces pioneered experiments with
the technology in the 1960s, leads the world in
surveillance of its people. Exactly how many CCTV
cameras there are in the UK is not known, although one
study four years ago estimated 4.8m cameras had been

All were being watched by one of the 160 fixed cameras
connected to the control centre, or any of the dozens
more "mobile" cameras with Wi-Fi connections attached
to walls across the city. At the controls was Dan Brown,
who supervises operators whose job it is to zoom into
anything suspicious. "We've got cameras everywhere," he
said. "We can pretty much see everything."
What they cannot see may be sent via instant radio
message, from an army of police, shop workers and "red
cap" street guides who alert the operators to any
abnormal behaviour they encounter.
Brown's computer screen showed a map of London
peppered with red dots - the cameras. With a click, he
had control of a camera overlooking Trafalgar Square,
then another near Soho.
"The majority of our cameras can zoom in to ID someone
from a range of 75 metres," he said. The camera zoomed
in to a man in a suit until his face sharpened into focus.
The man kept glancing at his watch, as though he was
waiting for someone.
"To be honest with you, the novelty wears off pretty
quickly," Brown said. "It's just a job really, at the end of
the day - you tend not to watch too much TV when you go
home."
As well as attempting to capture evidence of criminal
activity, the operators are given galleries of faces suspected bank robbers or missing teenagers - whom
they look out for. But for the most part, the job is to watch
out for "suspicious" behaviour.
"You very quickly build up a pattern of what a drug deal
looks like," said Brown. "You'll look for abnormal
behaviour, body language, that sort of thing." A priority is
to seek out potential terrorists on reconnaissance
missions, and the operators repeatedly zoomed in to
unsuspecting tourists snapping London sights.
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SURVEILLANCE SOCIETY
The 1998 film Enemy of the State explores the creeping
totality of the surveillance society. It goes beyond the
conclusion of the ACLU report and finds that we have
already crossed the midnight mark. The idea of a
surveillance society is not a piece of science fiction or
some future possibility, but rather the reality of the
present. In presenting this harrowing portrait, the film also
critiques the surveillance society by challenging the
primary justification for increased surveillance,
underscoring the potential abuse of the tools of
surveillance, and disputing the basic assumption that
images represent absolute truth. However, despite these

The repetition of the pictorial motif intensifies the
statement. The cameras are found everywhere>The
large number of silent observers conveys a sense of total
surveillance.” Along the same line, we witness the
watchful gaze of the camera at every step in Enemy of the
State. From the two-minute montage of satellite images,
car chase footage, and video cameras that opens the film
(see above) to the hidden cameras in Robert Dean’s
home at the end, the viewer is presented with a world that
is under constant surveillance.
Enemy of the State, also emphasizes that images can
often be misleading. For example, the FBI photographs of
Robert at Pintero’s place insinuate that Robert has mafia
connections that do not exist. Similarly, when Carla sees
the photographs of Robert and Rachel Banks together in
the park, she assumes that Robert is lying and having
another affair when that is not the case at all. Finally,
donning a police officer uniform towards the end of the
film, Brill makes the FBI agents think that Reynolds and
his cronies have kidnapped and bloodied a cop. The film
takes yet another jab at the idea of a surveillance society
by undermining the very foundation upon which this reality
is built.
In the end, though, Enemy of the State suggests that
there is no escape from the surveillance society. Time
and time again the film reinforces the message that we
are trapped in this state. While some may argue that Brill
is able to escape, he only does so as a social outcast who
follows strict rules to avoid the watchful gaze of the
camera. His description of his workplace as “unplugged
from the world” perfectly sums up his position. In order to
escape the surveillance society, he must abandon all
notions of normality and constantly live on the periphery.
This lifestyle is hardly an appealing alternative people.

criticisms, the film ultimately suggests
surveillance society is inescapable.

that

the

At the most basic level, Enemy of the State effectively
captures the all-surrounding nature of the modern
surveillance society. Watching the film, the viewer is
bombarded with cameras, surveillance technology, and
satellite images at every turn. This barrage of images
reinforces the central message over and over again: the
camera is always watching.
This cinematic technique is strikingly similar to the
photographic tactic that Frank Thiel employs in his 199799 work, City TV (Berlin). In this series, Thiel presented
101 photographs of surveillance cameras to emphasize
the predominance of video control in the public sphere. As
Sabine Himmelsbach explains: “The focus on the
cameras themselves imparts a notion of totality.

Even those who control the tools of surveillance fall victim
to its power. After following Robert’s every move
throughout the film, these men ultimately have the
camera’s gaze turned back onto them. In addition, the film
(through Brill’s words) proposes an intriguing explanation
for the inability to escape the surveillance society: “the
more technology you use, the easier it is for them to keep
tabs on you.” As long as we fawn over the newest
technology, we continue to enhance the power of the
surveillance society.
According to a September 2007 report by the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), we are on the verge of
entering an era of complete surveillance: “It’s six minutes
before midnight as a surveillance society draws near in
the United States>we confront the possibility of a dark
future where our every move, our every transaction, our
every communication is recorded, compiled, and stored
away, ready for access by the authorities whenever they
want.”
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UK POLITICIANS CALL FOR BBM SUSPENSION
A lawmaker called for BlackBerry’s instant messaging service to be suspended after rioters used it to mobilize in
London and other British cities. David Lammy, Member of Parliament for Tottenham, where London’s worst riots for
decades began appealed on Twitter and on BBC radio for BlackBerry maker Research in Motion to suspend
BlackBerry Messenger (BBM). “This is one of the reasons why unsophisticated criminals are outfoxing an otherwise
sophisticated police force,” he tweeted. “BBM is different as it is encrypted and police can’t access it.”
The riots, in which shops are being looted and cars and
buildings set ablaze, spread to Britain’s second-largest city
Birmingham and other centres. Politicians and police are
blaming the violence on criminals and hooligans but some
commentators and local residents say its roots lie in anger over
economic hardship in a city where the prospects for many
youths are dim. Many of the rioters favour BlackBerry
Messenger over Twitter and other social media because its
messages are encrypted and private, but the service is widely
used and messages can easily be sent to groups.
Research In Motion said in a statement on Monday: “As in all
markets around the world where BlackBerry is available, we
cooperate with local telecommunications operators, law
enforcement and regulatory officials.” The company declined to say whether it was handing over chat logs or user
details to police. Research In Motion’s Inside BlackBerry blog was hacked on Tuesday by a group going by the
name of Teampoison. The group posted a warning to the company not to cooperate with police.
“You Will not assist the UK Police because if u do innocent members of the public who were at the wrong place at
the wrong time and owned a blackberry will get charged for no reason at all,” the statement said.
“If you do assist the police by giving them chat logs, gps locations, customer information & access to peoples
BlackBerryMessengers you will regret it, we have access to your database which includes your employees
information; e.g – Addresses, Names, Phone Numbers etc. – now if u assist the police, we will make this information
public and pass it onto rioters,” it said.
Sameet Kanade, analyst at Northern Securities in Toronto, said: “RIM will need the
directive of the UK authorities and the cooperation of the carriers. Lawful intercept is
the only valid legal reason that a carrier and handset vendor can intervene.
“In terms of actual mechanism, RIM has always claimed that it is unable to de-encrypt/
decipher messages routed through the BES or BIS servers. It may be able to disable
the routing of messages at best, from what I understand.“
Geoff Blaber, analyst with UK telecoms research firm CCS Insight, said: “One option
would be to switch it off. But BBM is highly popular and has got a big installed base in
the UK.“
BlackBerry Messenger, or BBM as it is popularly known, has driven sales to new audiences for RIM in recent years
as it expanded from its base as a tool for executives to a more consumer and younger clientele. It has more than 45
million active users worldwide, 70 percent of whom use it daily, sending billions of messages in total every month.
Users with data plans can instantly pass text messages, pictures and other files without incurring charges from their
network carrier. RIM has got into hot water in the past on the one hand for cooperating with governments seen as
repressive, and on the other for not cooperating enough with the security needs of authorities in some countries. Its
encrypted services, which it moves over its own servers via telecom carriers, have been blamed for aiding militant
attacks in India and for allowing unrelated men and women to communicate in Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates.
In August last year, a source close to talks between RIM and Saudi authorities said the Canadian company had
agreed to hand over information that would allow monitoring of BBM.
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FBI ACTIVATION OF FACIAL RECOGNITION
The FBI by mid-January will activate a nationwide facial recognition
service in select states that will allow local police to identify unknown
subjects in photos, bureau officials told Nextgov.
The federal government is embarking on a multiyear, $1 billion dollar
overhaul of the FBI's existing fingerprint database to more quickly
and accurately identify suspects, partly through applying other
biometric markers, such as iris scans and voice recordings.
Often law enforcement authorities will "have a photo of a person and
for whatever reason they just don't know who it is [but they know]
this is clearly the missing link to our case," said Nick Megna, a unit
chief at the FBI's criminal justice information services division.
The new facial recognition service can help provide that missing link
by retrieving a list of mug shots ranked in order of similarity to the
features of the subject in the photo.
Today, an agent would have to already know the name of an individual to pull up the suspect's mug shot from
among the 10 million shots stored in the bureau's existing Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System.
Using the new Next-Generation Identification system that is under development, law enforcement analysts will be
able to upload a photo of an unknown person; choose a desired number of results from two to 50 mug shots; and,
within 15 minutes, receive identified mugs to inspect for potential matches. Users typically will request 20
candidates, Megna said. The service does not provide a direct match.
Michigan, Washington, Florida and North Carolina will participate in a test of the new search tool this winter before it
is offered to criminal justice professionals across the country in 2014 as part of NGI. The project, which was
awarded to Lockheed Martin Corp. in 2008, already has upgraded the FBI's fingerprint matching service.
Local authorities have the choice to file mug shots with the FBI as part of the booking process. The bureau expects
its collection of shots to rival its repository of 70 million fingerprints once more officers are aware of the facial
search's capabilities.
Thomas E. Bush III, who helped develop NGI's system requirements when he served as assistant director of the
CJIS division between 2005 and 2009, said, "The idea was to be able to plug and play with these identifiers and
biometrics." Law enforcement personnel saw value in facial recognition and the technology was maturing, said the
33-year FBI veteran who now serves as a private consultant.
NGI's incremental construction seems to align with the White House's push to deploy new information technology in
phases so features can be scrapped if they don't meet expectations or run over budget.
But immigrant rights groups have raised concerns that the Homeland Security Department, which exchanges digital
prints with the FBI, will abuse the new facial recognition component.
Currently, a controversial DHS immigrant fingerprinting program called Secure Communities runs FBI prints from
booked offenders against the department's IDENT biometric database to check whether they are in the country
illegally.
Homeland Security officials say they extradite only the most dangerous aliens, including convicted murderers and
rapists. But critics say the FBI-DHS print swapping ensnares as many foreigners as possible, including those whose
charges are minor or are ultimately dismissed.
Megna said Homeland Security is not part of the facial recognition pilot. But, Bush said in the future NGI's data,
including the photos, will be accessible by Homeland Security's IDENT.
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FBI ACTIVATION OF FACIAL RECOGNITION
The planned addition of facial searches worries
Sunita Patel, a staff attorney with the Center for
Constitutional Rights, who said, "Any database of
personal identity information is bound to have
mistakes. And with the most personal immutable
traits like our facial features and fingerprints, the
public can't afford a mistake."
In addition, Patel said she is concerned about the
involvement of local police in information sharing
for federal immigration enforcement purposes.
"The federal government is using local cops to
create a massive surveillance system," she said.
Bush said, "We do have the capability to search
against each other's systems," but added, "if you
don't come to the attention of law enforcement
you don't have anything to fear from these
systems."
Other civil liberties advocates questioned whether the facial recognition application would retrieve mug shots of
those who have simply been arrested. "It might be appropriate to have nonconvicted people out of that system," said
Jim Harper, director of information policy at the libertarian Cato Institute. FBI officials declined to comment on the
recommendation.
Harper also noted large-scale searches may generate a lot of false positives, or incorrect matches. Facial
recognition "is more accurate with a Google or a Facebook, because they will have anywhere from a half-dozen to a
dozen pictures of an individual, whereas I imagine the FBI has one or two mug shots," he said.
FBI officials would not disclose the name of the search product or the vendor, but said they
gained insights on the technique's accuracy by studying research from the National Institute
of Standards and Technology.
In responding to concerns about the creation of a Big Brother database for tracking innocent
Americans, Megna said the system will not alter the FBI's authorities or the way it conducts
business. "This doesn't change or create any new exchanges of data," he said. "It only
provides [law enforcement] with a new service to determine what photos are of interest to
them."
In 2008, the FBI released a privacy impact assessment summarizing its appraisal of controls in place to ensure
compliance with federal privacy regulations. Megna said that, during meetings with the CJIS Advisory Policy Board
and the National Crime Prevention and Privacy Compact Council, "we haven't gotten a whole lot of pushback on the
photo capability."
The FBI has an elaborate system of checks and balances to guard fingerprints, palm prints, mug shots and all
manner of criminal history data, he said.
"This is not something where we want to collect a bunch of surveillance film" and enter it in the system, Megna said.
"That would be useless to us. It would be useless to our users."
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Katherine Albrecht’s Profile
Katherine Albrecht's work as a humanities researcher led
to her discovery of the growth and use of RFID, Radio
Frequency ID tags (define). She didn't like what she
found out about the use of the radio-frequency emitting
tags that transmit data about your whereabouts, or what
you purchased. Her concerns then led her to form
Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and
Numbering (CASPIAN), which counts over 15,000
members across 30 countries.

Some of the early trials using RFID really took advantage
of that capability, such as the "Broken Arrow" trial in
Oklahoma, in which Proctor and Gamble embedded RDIF
tagging systems in lipstick and set up a Webcam to watch
as women [unknowingly] interacted with tagged devices.
The only way that story came to light is [because] a
whistleblower came forward and told the story to a
reporter for the Chicago Sun Times. The question is, now
many other trials have taken place? There's simply no
way to know.

If you thought bar codes were creepy, the group has
news for you about RFID's ability to track your every
move. Below is her interview internetnews.com regarding
why item-level tagging use of RFID is the major focus of
her group and whether there is goodness with RFID.

Q: How is that different from cameras in stores to
guard against theft, even employee theft?

Q: Can you summarize your position on RFID use?

I think most consumers would be appalled to know that
these cameras [with RFID trials] are installed for
marketing purposes. In cases where they're actually
trained on individual people and following them through
their trips through the store and then linking up that video
footage with their identity when they scan out on frequent
shopper card or credit card at the checkout: I think that is
quite problematic.

We wrote the position statement on RFID in consumer
products, which I think has pretty much stood the test of
time on privacy and civil liberties community on RFID
usage.
In 2003, we co-authored with the privacy rights
clearinghouse a statement of privacy that was endorsed
by over 40 of the world's leading privacy and civil liberties
organizations. That year, the first shot was fired across
the bow with the Boycott Benetton campaign, after we
learned they would be putting RFID tags into women's
clothing. We put together a Boycott Benneton Web site to
protest Benneton's plan. [Benneton later backed down,
saying in a press release that no microchips would be
present in garments on sale, but made no decisions on
industrial uses.]
Q: So, for your group, the issue is privacy and how
this information is collected and used?
One of the things about RFID is that it lends itself to
[becoming a] secret scanner because the consumer is not
aware they're there. They can be sewn into seams of
clothing or embedded into packaging. In addition, they
can be seamlessly integrated into an environment. So
RFID sort of lends itself to a surreptitious tracking model,
simply because of the way the tech operates, silently and
through radio waves. If people have an interest in
surreptitious tracking, RFID is a natural candidate.

People are aware that there are cameras in stores. Most
people have no problem with cameras positioned about
20 feet [away] to make sure that no one's stealing
products.

During my research of this, I coined the term "retail zoo,"
where the customer is the exhibit. As a humanities
researcher, I'm subject to a number of ethical restrictions
and how I have to have informed consent of the people
I'm researching for my own work.
When I look at what happens with the market research
community, it's the bad boys of market research that take
advantage of people who have to go about their daily
lives. I think they are abusing their ability to watch people
for market research purposes.
Q: What are the nefarious uses of that data that
worries your group?
There are different ways to look at nefarious. First, it's an
insult to my dignity. I do not walk into a store to be
somebody's research subject. I think that's problematic
from an ethical standpoint. If a guy standing next to me in
the supermarket turns out to be a market researcher
recording my conversation, as opposed to a fellow
shopper, I think that crosses a line.
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I think we're already seeing the dangers of having these
huge consolidated databases out there. If there's one
thing we've learned in the last couple of years with these
mandatory disclosure laws requiring companies to tell
when their databases are compromised, is that none of
these databases are safe. Even if you trust the company
collecting your info, you have to ask yourself, is it
appropriate for them to collect it, given that it could be
worse down the road?

Q: What about the argument that only people with
something to hide are worried about this?

Q: How so?

Q: So why don't you lobby for public policy or
legislation?

I think it includes identity theft. There are over 20 million
cards issued with [RFID tags] right now. Researchers [the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst] recently revealed
that almost none of those credit cards had any kind of
data protection whatsoever. Any device you can buy for
$200 off the Internet can pick up that information data and
replicate it, and use it to make charges. It makes it
possible for criminals to scan your credit-card number,
expiration date and name right through your wallet or
backpack.
We've identified three groups we think pose a risk to the
public with RFID use: marketers, government agents who
could use RFID to violate our 4th amendment rights, and
criminals, such as identity thieves, stalkers and domestic
abusers.
Q: So item-level tagging is where you draw the line?
We are opposed to item-level tagging, of any use of RFID
to track humans, including in the pharmaceutical industry,
such as on bottles [of medicine]. Some of our most
personal information is about our health conditions. That
being said, we have no problem with RFID being applied
to the pharmaceutical supply chain [to protect from
counterfeiting], just not anything dispensed individually to
a consumer.
Q: Technology always has its good and bad uses.
RFID also has positive uses, such as tagging miners
to keep track of where they are in dangerous
environments, or tagging medicines to keep
counterfeiters' bogus drugs out of the supply chain.
I think there's a bigger argument saying that people
shouldn't be RFID-tagged inadvertently. If I'm a worker
going down into a mine then [RFID] it is to my advantage.
But if I'm a shopper in a store, and unbeknownst to me,
somebody slipped an RFID tag on my shoe and is using it
to follow me around, that's the [problem].

Most people don't have anything to hide. It's just not your
business. If I've done nothing wrong than you don't need
to be watching me. I'll add another piece to that. It's not
healthy for society to be continually watched. Humans are
very social creatures. And if we don't have an opportunity
to just be left alone, then I think we'd all go crazy.

I should clarify that CASPIAN is unusual from the
perspective of a public advocacy group in that we're not
pushing for legislation and restrictions. What we have
called for is full disclosure so that consumers can
[decide]. We've never called for the technology to be
banned and restricted. What we have called for is
disclosure that it's being used.
[Right now], it's a one-sided equation. If somebody hides
a tag in my shoe, there's not really much I can do about
that. We're trying to level the playing field so that
consumers have full knowledge to be told, "Hey there's a
tag in your shoe."
I think that's why the industry has lobbied so heavily to
prevent [mandatory disclosure] over labeling legislation.
So I have to ask myself, if this industry is sincere about
full disclosure, why do they fight that?
Q: But why not ask for labeling legislation?
I'm a libertarian. I'm not a big fan of legislation. In my
observation, whenever governments get [these laws] in
place, they save the data for themselves. I'm a big
believer in the free market. If you give them all the facts
and information, for the most part people will act in their
own best interest. If you give people all of the facts and let
them make up their own mind, the more opposed they
become to RFID.
For further information on Katherine Albrecht and her
work on disclosing the conspiracy behind electronic
tagging, please go to the following website.
http://www.spychips.com
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The bible states that the signs of the end times will include wars, rumours of war,
famine, pestilence and diseases.
The reality is that we are living in a world where disaster can strike at any moment
whether it be a terrorist event, global pandemic, oil embargo affecting petrol/fuel
supplies, hurricane, tornado, earthquake. Paranoia can also be caused by doomsday
predictions such as the 2012 end of the world debate or even by the likes of the
investor on the recent BBC interview who stated that the global economy was going
to fall apart in 2012 in which paper money would become worthless and that the
governments knew this.
All these events could cause a run of panic buying as people rush to buy food for
storage in the event of what they believe could be an imminent threat.
Is it really acceptable to say “I believe in God” so he will take care of me or does God
expect “people to use wisdom and take the precautions or actions necessary to
minimise danger to oneself or family”.
This is the big debate right now.

www.globalreport2010.com/soldout.htm
This 6 minute video may change your outlook on the seriousness of preparation. At
the very least it will cause you to think about how to better protects ones family,
home, assets etc. As we have seen with the London riots, it doesn't take much for
shops to close early, or run out of supplies as people panic.
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